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Strategy __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

“So, What Now?” 
 

Well, our timing models that targeted mid/late-September as the first point of downside vulnerability for the equity markets seem to have been correct, given the 
recent market machinations.  In past missives we have chronicled various indictors and events that concurred with our timing model’s message that mid-/late-
September was the first point of downside vulnerability.  Most recently, it has been interest rate worries that slugged stocks, as participants pondered a rate increase at 
last week’s FOMC meeting.  For our part, Andrew and I have been quite adamant for five months that rates are not going to be raised until after the Presidential 
election;  and that will likely be the case as the FOMC elected to keep rates unchanged last Wednesday.  Nevertheless, the world is expecting interest rates to eventually 
increase as yield curves everywhere appear to be steepening.  Typically when that happens, it suggests either a stronger economy or a pickup in inflation, and maybe 
both.  In Friday September 16th’s verbal comments we noted that Thursday’s action, where bond prices declined (higher rates) and the U.S. dollar rose, it implied Mr. 
Bond wants interest rates to rise.  Moreover, a steepening yield curve is a decided positive for the financial complex, which is why most of the financial-centric indices 
have broken out in the charts to the upside.  We like the Financials and would urge you to peruse our fundamental analysts’ buy-rated stocks for consideration in your 
portfolio. 

 
Recently, however, the economic reports have had a softer side to them, causing participants to fret about a recession.  
We see NOTHING on the horizon that suggests a recession will occur in the next 12 months.  As my friends at the astute 
Gavekal organization write: 

First, one of our preferred recession indicators, the NFIB job openings index, remains strong, holding up at near 
its cycle high in August.  Such strong job postings suggest U.S. businesses see the current slowdown as 
temporary.  And with companies still trying to hire workers in an already tight labor market, the outlook for 
wage gains and consumption growth looks positive.  Second, despite the recent normalization, interest rates 
remain low and supportive of growth. 

 

So, how far will this decline go?  As often stated, when the S&P 500 goes 52 weeks (or more) without bettering a previous high water mark, and then trades out to a 
new all-time high, the historical 12-month forward gain is about 12% with a drawdown (pullback) of somewhere between 3-6%.  As Thomas Lee writes, “Has our 
conviction changed about markets staging gains into yearend (YE)?  No!  Since 1940, to gauge what stocks do between September 15th and YE is simply look at YTD 
performance.  When stocks are up 5% or better, they rally into YE 87% of the time (90% when between 5% and 20%).  In other words, we believe this 3% pullback 
NEEDS TO BE BOUGHT aggressively.” 
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Jeffrey Saut 

Yield Curves Are Steepening Everywhere 
The world is expecting interest rates to eventually increase as yield curves everywhere appear to be steepening.  Typically when that 
happens, it suggests either a stronger economy, or a pickup in inflation, and maybe both. 

 
Source: Bespoke Investment Group. 
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Jeffrey Saut 

Recent Economic Reports Have Softened 
According to our friends at Gavekal, “One of our preferred recession indicators, the NFIB job openings index, remains strong, holding 
up at near its cycle high in August.  Such strong job postings suggest U.S. businesses see the current slowdown as temporary.  And 
with companies still trying to hire workers in an already tight labor market, the outlook for wage gains and consumption growth 
looks positive.” 

 
Source: Gavekal. 
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Jeffrey Saut 

Our Good Friends at Gavekal Had This On the Recent Economic News;  
We Agree With Their Take 

 
Source: Gavekal. 
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Jeffrey Saut 

Said Weakness Has Caused the Citi Economic Surprise Index to Revert to Neutral 

 
Source: FactSet, Raymond James research.. 
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Jeffrey Saut 

The Bollinger Bands 
Our observation last month that the Bollinger Bands contracted to one of their narrowest spreads in history suggested a decent 
move in the equity markets was at hand proved correct and was consistent with our model’s downside call the for the mid-/late-
September timeframe. 

 
Source: FactSet. 
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Jeffrey Saut 

Interest Rates 
While a quarter point increase in the fed funds rate would likely cause a stutter-step in the equity markets, the impact on the overall 
economy should be minimal.  Therefore, we think any pullbacks are for buying. 
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Jeffrey Saut 

Earnings-Driven Bull Market 

Notice that since the 1929 crash, every time the equity markets have broken out to the upside of a multi-year “range bound” chart 
pattern, we have begun a new secular bull market.  We see no reason to believe it is different this time as the markets transition 
from an interest rate-driven market to an earnings-driven bull market.   
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Economic & Market Update 

 

Equity Markets/ 
Technical Analysis 

Monetary Policy,  
Inflation, FX 

U.S. Economy Global Economy 

 We continue to believe we are in a 
secular bull market with six to seven 
years left to run. 
Near term, our model suggests the 
period of vulnerability is not quite over. 

 S&P 500 “fills the gap”  
After the 2.5% drawdown on September 
9th, the S&P 500 crossed over the 
September 12th intraday high of 2163 
currently and trades just above its 50-
day moving average. 
Key support: 2120, 2108, 2100, 2092 
Key resistance: 2180, 2193 

 Volatility Abates 
After a significant spike leading up to 
last Wednesday’s (9/21) FOMC meeting, 
volatility has simmered as the market 
digests the news that rates will remain 
unchanged until at least November 2.   

 Extreme downside volume seems to 
come at end of a sell-off, not the 
beginning. 
Friday, September 9th saw a 96.8% 
downside volume reading on the NYSE. 
This marked one of the highest readings 
since 1970.  The last extreme downside 
day on the NYSE was in August 2015, 
which ended up being the low for the 
rest of the year on the S&P 500. 

 FOMC Leaves Rates Unchanged  
The Fed kicks the can down the road.  
Committee continues to make case that 
conditions for raising rates has strengthened, 
but wants to wait for “further evidence of 
continued progress toward its objective.” 

 Dots in Dot Plot Shift Lower – Lower for 
Longer 
Plot graph indicates pace at which the Fed 
expects to raise rates continues to be slower 
than previously expected. 

 Modest Upside CPI Surprise in August 
Data came in at 1.1% y/y, which fits in with 
the Fed goal of 2%; however data should be 
taken with a grain of salt as Fed uses PCE Price 
Index for official target, which has been 
trending approx. 0.6% below the CPI. 

 Fed Remains in Tightening Mode But is 
Expected to Proceed Cautiously 
With uneven data and confirmation that the 
Fed wasn’t going to move September, all eyes 
now look to November/December, as most 
Fed officials expect to raise rates by the end 
of 2016. 

 Exchange rates (September 23): 
EUR/USD: $1.122 
GBP/USD: $1.295 
USD/JPY: ¥100.993 
CAD/USD: $1.314 
CHF/USD: $1.029 

 Real Median Household Income (Census 
Bureau) Sees First Annual Increase Since 
2007 
Figures show median household income rose 
5.2% between 2014 and 2015; largest gain in 
nearly 50 years since data first compiled  

 Noisy Data 
With moderate growth and an economy not 
necessarily firing on all cylinders, data can be 
all over the place. Financial markets are 
susceptible to this noise (Fed looks at bigger 
picture). 

 August Housing Starts Lower Than 
Expectations 
While the headline figure was disappointing, 
a positive trend exists in single-family 
permits (key figure in report), which rose 
3.7% over July and 3.8% y/y.  Largest gains 
seen in Midwest (+8.4%) and South (+3.6%) 

 Retail Sales Disappoint in August 
Retail Sales came in at -0.3% vs. expectations 
for -0.1% (June & July also revised lower).  
Building materials, auto sales, and gasoline 
saw the largest declines at -1.4%, -0.9%, and 
-0.8%, respectively.  Core retail sales 
(excludes bldg. mats., autos, gasoline) were 
flat vs. expectations for +0.3%.  

 Industrial Production (Fed Reserve) softer 
than expected 

Industrial production fell 0.4% vs. 
expectations for -0.3%.  The trend is soft, but 
not horrible. 

 Bank of Japan (BOJ) Shows 
Willingness to Experiment 
With Policy 
After divided speculation 
about what the central bank 
would do with regard to 
monetary policy, Kuroda & 
co. unveiled a new program 
emphasizing yield curve 
control and overshooting 
inflation targets.  After 
experimenting with NIRP 
(negative interest rate policy) 
the BOJ now targets a 10-year 
treasury yield at 0%.  Asset 
purchase program will 
continue but not be so rigid. 

 New BOE Board Member 
Justifies Lower Rates/Easing 
Still, vigilance required that 
low rates are helping not 
hurting post-Brexit vote. 
Believes loose financial 
conditions and currency 
weakness boost demand and 
flexibility of supply side. 

 ECB Elects to Leave Short-
Term Rates Unchanged  

Source: FactSet, Raymond James Research. 
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Andrew Adams 

Where We Stand 
After the Fed decided not to raise rates in their September meeting, the S&P 500 has jumped and now looks set to challenge the all-time high 
of 2193. While the move (or lack thereof) was expected, it at least removed any remaining uncertainty for at least a couple of months and 
maintains the bullish status quo. We were expecting a little bit more downside in the recent “sell-off” but 2120 has proved a very important 
level and now that becomes the critical support area to watch on the downside. Look for a breakout above 2193 or below 2120 to provide 
the hint at the next big move. 

 
Source: Stockcharts.com. 
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Andrew Adams 

Long-Term Bonds vs. Stocks 
It is no secret that we have largely been in a falling interest rate environment over the last 35 years, but the long-term charts of the yield on 
the 30-Year U.S. Treasury bond (top) and the S&P 500 (bottom) are still kind of amazing to see. It has been said before, but there is a very 
good chance the 30-Year rate hit a major bottom earlier this year when it bounced off of that green line, and it now looks set to rise over the 
next few years, which would be consistent with the improving economy we envision. At the same time, we don’t believe stocks are going to 
drop significantly simply due to rising rates, as we transition into an earnings-driven bull market from an interest-rate driven bull market. The 
lines I have drawn on these charts, however, are critical to monitor and represent the major long-term lines in the sand. 

 
Source: Stockcharts.com. 
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Andrew Adams 

Earnings Appear to Be Bottoming 
We prefer to use the S&P 500 bottom-up operating earnings to determine the profitability of the market, but the quarterly numbers have not 
been good since late 2014. In fact, the S&P 500 has now had seven straight quarters of declining operating earnings, which is the primary reason 
why the markets have been so difficult over the last two years. However, if you notice over the last 25 years or so, each time we get one of these 
multi-quarter earnings recessions, the numbers tend to decline steadily before leveling off and rising back up. And if the forward estimates (red 
lines) come in anywhere near current expectations, it appears that is what is going to happen now, with the earnings declines having leveled off 
over the prior two quarters. An earnings trough here would be consistent with our “earnings-driven” bull market phase, too. 

 

 
Source: S&P, Raymond James research. 
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Andrew Adams 

Yet, In the Short Term 
And while rates are likely to rise over the coming years, the charts are showing that the price of the 30-Year U.S. Treasury bond (which moves 
inversely to rates) is fairly well-supported in the near term and may be due for another period of gains (meaning rates are set to fall). The 30-
Year has support on the weekly chart as a result of a couple of different trendlines and the 200-day moving average (orange) just below the 
current price. 

 

 
Source: Stockcharts.com. 
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Andrew Adams 

Checking in on the 10-Year 
Meanwhile, the benchmark 10-Year U.S. Treasury rate is sort of stuck in its own pattern at the moment, with that red line causing obvious 
resistance in 2016, while the green line is offering support. A breakout in either direction will likely hint at the next move, so I am watching 
this closely at the moment. 

 

 
Source: Stockcharts.com. 
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Andrew Adams 

Meanwhile, Over in Germany 
A 1.62% yield on the 10-Year U.S. Treasury could only be considered “high” when compared to other countries like Germany, which is still 
flirting with negative interest rates. As we have said in the past, such low rates in other parts of the world are the major reason that yields 
here in the United States have had such a low ceiling, since big institutions that need return on their money have largely abandoned these 
negative rate countries and moved their capital to the United States. Low rates in the U.S., therefore, are more a function of capital flows 
rather than indicating a forthcoming recession. 

 

 
Source: Stockcharts.com. 
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Andrew Adams 

Don’t Count on Japan For Yield 
At the same time, Japan has tried practically everything to stimulate its economy, including also keeping their 10-year yields negative. While 
there are certainly artificial measures keeping rates so low thanks to their policy decisions, the technicals have still synched up quite nicely 
over the last few years and you can see the resistance that the yield is hitting right now just under 0%. 

 

 
Source: Stockcharts.com. 
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Andrew Adams 

King Dollar Playing the Game of Thrones 
All those capital inflows have provided a fairly high floor for the U.S. Dollar Index, which remains one of the go-to shelters any time 
uncertainty hits worldwide. It has certainly looked “toppy” since making the previous high back in early 2015, but it remains well-supported 
by that green line on the weekly chart. It has not yet managed to rise above the falling red resistance line, but a breakout above there would 
indicate it may be headed back up to test the area around 100. 

 

 
Source: Stockcharts.com. 
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Andrew Adams 

Gold Ready to Make Another Run 
We wrote a few weeks ago that gold appeared to be overbought and entries would be higher risk, but the metal has since pulled back to the 
key support area just above $1300, and, with the buy-everything rally after the Fed meeting, is now bouncing from this level. That may mean 
gold is ready to try to rise above $1370 again, a zone that caused it to struggle in July and August. As long as it stays above $1300, the trend 
remains up. 

 

 
Source: Stockcharts.com. 
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Andrew Adams 

Speculation is Picking Back Up 
When the stock market is doing well, smaller companies generally offer more upside potential due to the increased risk of holding them, and 
that is exactly what we have seen since early this year. The iShares Russell Microcap Index, which consists of many companies off of the 
traditional investment radar, is currently breaking above the important 78 level and has been mostly outperforming the S&P 500 since about 
February. The ratio chart at the bottom shows the comparison between the microcaps and the S&P 500 and when that line rises, it means the 
more speculative stocks are doing better. Hopefully, this is a sign of overall market health and bodes well for stock prices going forward. 

 
Source: Stockcharts.com. 
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Andrew Adams 

Speculative Sentiment Still Has a Way to Go 
And while the more speculative microcaps are looking good at the moment, we are still nowhere near seeing the kind of speculative excesses 
that tend to coincide with markets that are topping out. The chart below from SentimenTrader shows the demand for penny stocks over the 
last 20 years, and it is clear that demand for these extremely risky companies has almost completely dried up over the last few years. To me, 
this is yet another sign that we have a long way to go before optimism picks up enough to worry about. 

 
Source: SentimenTrader. 
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Scott Brown 

U.S. Economic Outlook – Key Themes  

Moderate growth 

 Domestic economy 

o Consumer fundamentals remain strong 

 Although the pace of job growth has slowed somewhat relative to 2014-2015 

 Positive benefit of low gasoline prices will fade over time 

o Housing fundamentals are strong  

o Business fixed investment has been weak (a “slow patch,” not a recession) 

 Little help from the rest of the world 

o Brexit 

 Some short-term benefit from lower pound 

 Start of negotiations (with EU) likely in 2017 (with a two-year window for 
completion) 

 Continued concerns elsewhere 

o Chinese economic restructuring, credit issues 

 

Federal Reserve 

 Fed will be cautious and gradual in raising short-term interest rates 

o Still in tightening mode, but in no hurry (and still data-dependent)  

o Job market data will play a key role in the policy outlook 

o Monitoring global risks 
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Scott Brown 

Real GDP is Expected to Grow Moderately 
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Scott Brown 

The Unemployment Rate is Expected to Level Out  
as Job Growth Remains Strong and Participation Increases 
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Scott Brown 

Job Growth Appears to Have Slowed Somewhat in 2016 
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Scott Brown 

Unemployment Insurance Claims Are Trending Low 
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Scott Brown 

Real Income/Capita is Rising at a Moderately Strong Pace 
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Scott Brown 

Monthly Retail Sales Were A Bit Soft in July and August (Mixed Across Sectors),  
but the Trend is Still Strong 
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Scott Brown 

Industrial Production Peaked in November 2014,  
but the Decline Mostly Reflects the Contraction in Energy 
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Scott Brown 

Energy Exploration Appears to Have Bottomed  
(Hence, No Longer a Drag on Business Fixed Investment and GDP) 
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Scott Brown 

Low Gasoline Prices Have Boosted Purchasing Power,  
but Have Not Been as Supporting as They Have Been in the Past 
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Scott Brown 

Ex-Autos, Manufacturing is Soft, but Not Horrible 
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Scott Brown 

GDP Growth Has Slowed Relative to Prior Decades,  
Partly Reflecting Significantly Slower Growth in the Labor Force  
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Scott Brown 

Long-Term Growth Outlook 

 

Demographics: Labor force growth was strong in the final decades of the 1900s, reflecting the 
baby-boom generation.  The baby-boomers are now entering retirement, resulting in slower 
labor force growth.  Other countries face the same problem (and some, including China, have 
declining labor forces). 

Female Labor Force Participation: Labor force growth was boosted in the previous decades by a 
greater percentage of women entering the labor force.  That trend has stopped. 

Productivity Growth: Output per worker has slowed, and it’s unclear exactly why (most likely, a 
reflection of sluggish capital spending).  To be clear, we are talking slower productivity growth, 
not declining productivity.  A faster pace of productivity growth implies stronger GDP growth. 

Output is labor input times the output per worker.  Hence, GDP growth is job growth plus the 
growth in labor productivity.  Putting together slower labor force growth (than what we grew up 
with) and sluggish productivity growth (which ought to pick up, but may remain slow), 2% GDP 
growth may be the best we can hope for (still positive, but slower than the 3.5% pace in the late 
1900s). 
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Scott Brown 

The Labor Force Averaged 1.8% Annual Growth From 1960-2000;  
0.6% Since 2000; 0.5% Seen in the Next Decade 
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Productivity Growth Has Slowed 
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As a % of GDP, the Budget Deficit is Moderate Now, but… 
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Scott Brown 

Election Outlook 

 

White House: Much like in 2012, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Florida will be key for the presidential 
race.  Based on current trends, the Republican candidate will likely need to win all three of these 
states to garner at least 270 electoral votes; the Democratic candidate will need to win only one. 

Senate: A third of the seats are contested every two years.  The Republicans currently hold a 
four-seat advantage.  Democrats are defending 10 seats (but have already secured California), 
while the Republicans are defending 24 seats.  If Hillary Clinton is elected president, the 
Democrats would need to pick up at least four seats from the Republicans for a majority (the 
Vice President would break a 50-50 tie).  However, a party needs to have a filibuster-proof 60-
seat super-majority to pass legislation without compromise. 

House: All 435 seats are contested every two years.  The Republicans currently hold a 247-to-
186 advantage.  The Democrats would need to pick up 32 seats, but only a little over 60 races 
are seen as competitive. 

A lot can happen between now and November 8, but recent polling suggests a Clinton victory 
and a better-than-even chance that the Democrats flip the Senate (but without a super-
majority).  It will be much harder to flip the House. 
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Scott Brown 

Federal Reserve Policy 

 

There are seven members of the Fed’s Board of Governors (currently five, with two 
nominees languishing in the Senate). 

There are 12 Fed district banks, each with a president. 

The Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) is made of the Fed governors, the New York 
district bank president, and four other district bank presidents (who rotate every year). 

The federal funds rate is the rate that banks charge each other for overnight borrowing.   
The FOMC sets a target range for the federal funds rate. 

The discount rate (also called the primary credit rate) is the rate that the Fed charges banks 
for short-term borrowing.  Requests to change the discount rate are submitted by one or 
more of the district banks, then approved (or not) by the Fed’s Board of Governors. 

In late July, 8 of the 12 Fed district banks requested an increase in the discount rate  
(not approved by the governors) – internal pressure for a rate hike builds. 

 

July 27 FOMC Statement 

“Near-term risks to the economic outlook have diminished”  -- Fed paving the way for a 
September rate increase 
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Scott Brown 

Federal Reserve Policy 

Fed Chair Janet Yellen  

Jackson Hole (August 29):  “Indeed, in light of the continued solid performance of the labor market and our 
outlook for economic activity and inflation, I believe the case for an increase in the federal funds rate has 
strengthened in recent months. Of course, our decisions always depend on the degree to which incoming 
data continues to confirm the Committee's outlook.” – a clear signal that a rate hike is coming 

September 21 FOMC Meeting  

“The Committee judges that the case for an increase in the federal funds rate has strengthened but decided, 
for the time being, to wait for further evidence of continued progress toward its objective.”  – FOMC is 
ready to hike, but wants more data/the dots in the dot plot for 2017 and 2018 drifted significantly lower 

Fed Chair Janet Yellen  

Press Conference (September 21): “The recent pickup in economic growth and continued progress in the 
labor market have strengthened the case for an increase in the federal funds rate.  Moreover, the 
Committee judges the risks to the outlook to be roughly balanced. So why didn’t we raise the federal funds 
rate at today’s meeting? Our decision does not reflect a lack of confidence in the economy. Conditions in 
the labor market are strengthening, and we expect that to continue. And while inflation remains low, we 
expect it to rise to our 2 percent objective over time. But with labor market slack being taken up at a 
somewhat slower pace than in previous years, scope for some further improvement in the labor market 
remaining, and inflation continuing to run below our 2 percent target, we chose to wait for further 
evidence of continued progress toward our objectives. This cautious approach to paring back monetary 
policy support is all the more appropriate given that short-term interest rates are still near zero, which 
means that we can more effectively respond to surprisingly strong inflation pressures in the future by 
raising rates than to a weakening labor market and falling inflation by cutting rates.” 
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Dot Plot: Rate Path Seen as More Gradual 
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Scott Brown 

Short-Term U.S. Economic Outlook – Key Themes  

Moderate growth 

 Consumer Spending 

o Strong job growth, moderate wage growth, credit still a bit tight 

 Business Fixed Investment 

o End of energy contraction, soft capital spending, election uncertainty (?) 

 Residential Fixed Investment 

o Strong job growth, low mortgage rates, affordability and supply issues 

 Inventories 

o Lean, expecting a rebuild in 3Q16 (or 4Q16, or 1H17) 

 Rest of the World 

o Soft global growth, soft capital spending 

Low inflation 

 Commodities: soft global demand, excess capacity 

 Production: few signs of bottleneck pressures 

 Labor: moderate wage pressures, minimum wages increases 

Fed Policy 

 Still in tightening mode (policy normalization), but no hurry 

o data dependent 
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Scott Brown 

Long-Term U.S. Economic Outlook – Key Themes  

Demographic shifts 

 Aging population, slower labor force growth 

o U.S. and globally 

Low productivity growth (?) 

 Likely to pick up as capital spending increases 

 But could be permanent or long-term  

 Technology?  Advances in artificial intelligence and robotics  

o Self-driving cars and trucks, medical care? 

o Star Wars or Star Trek or Terminator? 

o Job obsolesce: distribution of income 

Low labor force growth + low productivity = low GDP growth 

Budget strains 

 How to pay for retirements and healthcare 

Other issues 

 Climate change 

 Global conflicts 
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Economic Indicators  
 

Economic Indicator Status Comments 

Growth  
GDP growth is expected to be supported by an inventory rebuild in 2H16, but growth forecasts for 2017 and 2018 are still 
around 2%. 

Employment  
The pace of job growth appears to have slowed somewhat in 2016, partly reflecting tighter labor market conditions.  Job 
destruction remains very low. 

Consumer Spending  
Real median household income rose sharply in 2015 and further improvement is expected for this year and next.  Yet, 
spending has been uneven across sectors. 

Business Investment  
The contraction in energy exploration appears to have bottomed and will no longer be a drag on business investment.  
However, capital spending has remained soft (not horrible) worldwide. 

Manufacturing  
Mixed across industries, but generally soft – reflecting weak global demand and a restrained pace of capital spending. 

Housing and 
Construction  

A bit choppy from month to month, but a general trend of improvement.  Supply constraints remain a factor, lifting home 
prices and rents. 

Inflation  

Some mild deflationary pressure in consumer goods.  Prices of services have been mixed, but generally higher (shelter, 
medical care).  Firms still generally have a limited ability to raise prices.  Low productivity growth corresponds to higher unit 
(of output) costs of labor. 

Monetary Policy  
With labor market slack being reduced, the Fed remains in tightening mode, looking to resume the process of policy 
normalization, but officials will proceed cautiously, aware of the asymmetric risks of a policy error. 

Long-Term Interest 
Rates  

Long-term interest rates should drift gradually higher as the economy improves and the Fed raises short-term rates.  
However, in the near term, we should see limited concern about inflation and a continued flight to safety (lower bond yields) 
due to global concerns. 

Fiscal Policy  
State and local government budgets are in better shape and spending should add a bit to GDP growth.  Both presidential 
candidates have pledged to increase infrastructure spending, which would add a little to overall growth. 

The Dollar  
The dollar is likely to remain range-bound in the near term, supported by expectations of gradual Fed tightening and worries 
about the rest of the world. 

Rest of the World  
The global outlook remains relatively soft by historical standards, with a number of downside risks.  China’s restructuring will 
be difficult.  Brexit (which still lies ahead) adds uncertainty. 
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Key Calendar Dates 

September 26 – 1st Presidential Debate (Hempstead, NY) 

September 27 – Consumer Confidence (September) 

September 28 – Durable Goods Orders (August) 

September 29 – Real GDP (2Q16, 3rd estimate) 

October 3 – ISM Manufacturing Index (September) 

 Unit Auto Sales (September) 

October 5 – ISM Non-Manufacturing Index (September) 

October 7 – Employment Report (September) 

October 9 – 2nd Presidential Debate (St. Louis) 

October 10 – Columbus Day Holiday (bond market closed) 

October 12 – FOMC Minutes (September 20-21) 

October 14 – Retail Sales (September) 

October 19 – 3rd Presidential Debate (Las Vegas) 

October 28 – Real GDP (3Q16, advance estimate) 

November 2 – FOMC Meeting (no Yellen press conference) 

November 4 – Employment Report (October) 

November 8 – Election Day 

December 14 - FOMC Meeting (Yellen press conference) 
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located at The Raymond James Financial Center, 880 Carillon Parkway, St. Petersburg, FL 33716, (727) 567-1000. Non-U.S. affiliates, which are not FINRA member firms, include the 
following entities that are responsible for the creation and distribution of research in their respective areas: in Canada, Raymond James Ltd. (RJL), Suite 2100, 925 West Georgia Street, 
Vancouver, BC V6C 3L2, (604) 659-8200; in Latin America, Raymond James Argentina S.A., San Martin 344, 22nd Floor, Buenos Aires, C10004AAH, Argentina, +54 11 4850 2500; in Europe, 
Raymond James Euro Equities SAS (also trading as Raymond James International), 40, rue La Boetie, 75008, Paris, France, +33 1 45 64 0500, and Raymond James Financial International 
Ltd., Broadwalk House, 5 Appold Street, London, England EC2A 2AG, +44 203 798 5600. 

 

This document is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity that is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, country, or other jurisdiction 
where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation.  The securities discussed in this document may not be eligible for sale in some jurisdictions.  
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future returns are not guaranteed, and a loss of original capital may occur.  Investors should consider this report as only a single factor in making their investment decision. 

For clients in the United States: Any foreign securities discussed in this report are generally not eligible for sale in the U.S. unless they are listed on a U.S. exchange.  This report is being 
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securities of issuers organized outside of the U.S., including ADRs, may entail certain risks.  The securities of non-U.S. issuers may not be registered with, nor be subject to the reporting 
requirements of, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.  There may be limited information available on such securities.  Investors who have received this report may be prohibited in 
certain states or other jurisdictions from purchasing the securities mentioned in this report.  Please ask your Financial Advisor for additional details and to determine if a particular security is 
eligible for purchase in your state.  

The information provided is as of the date above and subject to change, and it should not be deemed a recommendation to buy or sell any security. Certain information has been obtained 
from third-party sources we consider reliable, but we do not guarantee that such information is accurate or complete. Persons within the Raymond James family of companies may have 
information that is not available to the contributors of the information contained in this publication. Raymond James, including affiliates and employees, may execute transactions in the 
securities listed in this publication that may not be consistent with the ratings appearing in this publication.   

Raymond James (“RJ”) research reports are disseminated and available to RJ’s retail and institutional clients simultaneously via electronic publication to RJ's internal proprietary websites 
(RJ Investor Access & RJ Capital Markets). Not all research reports are directly distributed to clients or third-party aggregators. Certain research reports may only be disseminated on RJ's 
internal proprietary websites; however such research reports will not contain estimates or changes to earnings forecasts, target price, valuation, or investment or suitability rating. 
Individual Research Analysts may also opt to circulate published research to one or more clients electronically. This electronic communication distribution is discretionary and is done only 
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Simple Moving Average (SMA) - A simple, or arithmetic, moving average is calculated by adding the closing price of the security for a number of time periods and then dividing this total by the 
number of time periods. 
Exponential Moving Average (EMA) - A type of moving average that is similar to a simple moving average, except that more weight is given to the latest data. 
Relative Strength Index (RSI) - The Relative Strength Index is a technical momentum indicator that compares the magnitude of recent gains to recent losses in an attempt to determine 
overbought and oversold conditions of an asset. 
 

International securities involve additional risks such as currency fluctuations, differing financial accounting standards, and possible political and economic instability.  These risks are 
greater in emerging markets. 

Small-cap stocks generally involve greater risks.  Dividends are not guaranteed and will fluctuate.  Past performance may not be indicative of future results.  
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Investors should consider the investment objectives, risks, and charges and expenses of mutual funds and exchange-traded funds carefully before investing. The prospectus contains 
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